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Creating a Viable Third Party Movement – Nine Questions
To promote common understanding of what is being offered to and asked of potential candidates for
nationally elected office and volunteers that will build the AP Party Chapters across America, the
responses the following questions are presented. This level of detail will provide a reasonable picture of
what this effort involves. Additional detail particularly in the area of the Independent American Peasant
Party platform is covered in this document.
1. Who is the AP Party’s Founder and Independent candidate for President of the United States, A J
Wildman? Is he not just some well-intended patriot, but a person with a publicly acceptable and
practical platform, a problem-solving background, and someone capable of leading our nation
through its most difficult time since the Great Depression?
2. Who among of our fellow citizens and some of the public interest groups that would likely support
the aggressive, yet publicly practical solutions contained in the AP Party platform and so its
candidates for national offices?
3. Provide an informative glimpse into many of the 27 Proposals from the book, The Second Coming of
Common Sense (CS2) that form the initial platform of the AP Party. After having reading about the
27 platform proposals under #3 you could probably think of others you could add to this list.
4. What is the public Purpose and Mission of the politically Independent American Peasant Party and
how does it approach today’s socially sensitive issues?
5. Is there adequate time between now (early February 2012) and the November 6, 2012 National
Election to identify and qualify up to 468 Independents under the AP Party platform as challengers to
the incumbent members of US Congress?
6. What are the official Federal eligibility requirements to be a candidate for the US House of
Representatives and the US Senate?
7. How do the AP Party Chapter volunteers and/or a potential candidate determine the ballot
requirements in their state to become an Independent, “non-party affiliated” candidate for the US the
House of Representatives, the US Senate, President, and Vice President?
8. How does someone qualify themself as a potential AP Party candidate for US House or the US Senate
from their US District or state?
9. How will We the People across our nation create Local US District Chapters of the Independent
American Peasant Party. What are the functional responsibilities of each local AP Party Chapter and
how will they select, qualify, and promote our Independent candidates for the November 2012
National Election?
Again, what follows is the initial response to those pertinent questions. This is written in a conversational
style as if We were having a cup of coffee discussing our concerns about our country’s problems and
exactly how We could go about actually fixing them. What a concept!
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